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ABSTRACT
The Phenomenology o f Panic Disorder in Adolescents examines correlates
of panic disorder in adolescents. Specifically, 20 adolescents with panic disorder
were compared with 20 adolescents with a non-panic anxiety disorder (e.g.,
overanxious disorder).

Results showed that adolescents with panic disorder

displayed higher levels of anxiety sensitivity (i.e., anxiety pertaining to the
symptoms of anxiety such as heart palpitations). Based on the obtained results,
anxiety sensitivity is proposed as a potentially critical variable in the examination
of adolescent panic disorder.
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1
THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF PANIC DISORDER IN ADOLESCENTS
Introduction
The word "panic" is derived from the mythical Greek god Pan, who lived in
the countryside and oversaw its woods, streams, and animals. Pan had a habit of
napping near small country roads, which frequently resulted in being wakened by
travellers. When this occurred. Pan would scream so intensely that the traveller’s
hair would stand on end and he or she would possibly die. Thus, the concept of
"panic" was bom in the Grecian countryside (Barlow, 1988). Although the causes
of panic are viewed quite differently today, many persons with panic likely agree
that this myth is appropriate in describing their symptoms.
Today, it is widely acknowledged that children and adolescents present with
a variety of anxiety disorders, including specific phobias, social phobia,
generalized anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and post traumatic
stress disorder (Bernstein & Borchardt, 1991). However, the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-Fourth Edition (DSM-FV; American
Psychiatric Association, 1994) delineates only one anxiety disorder exclusive to
youngsters, separation anxiety disorder. Nevertheless, clinicians may use adult
criteria to diagnose children and adolescents with other anxiety disorders if
appropriate. One example is panic disorder with or without agoraphobia, the
essential feature of wtiich is the presence of panic attacks. Agoraphobia is anxiety
about being in places or situations where escape might be difficult (or
embarrassing) or where help may not be available in the event of having an
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unexpected or situationally predisposed panic attack or panic-like symptoms
(APA, 1994). In addition, avoidance of agoraphobic situations due to these panic
attacks is common in panic disorder. In this paper, "panic disorder" will refer to
persons with panic disorder and concurrent agoraphobia.
To qualify for panic disorder, a person must experience recurrent,
spontaneous (i.e., unpredictable and without a clear preceding stimulus) panic
attacks marked by periods of intense fear or apprehension that normally peak
within 10 minutes. In addition, at least one of the panic attacks is followed by
a month or more of the following: (a) persistent concern about having additional
attacks; (b) worry about the implications of the attack or its consequences; and (c)
a significant change in behavior related to the attacks. Finally, a panic attack
constitutes at least four of the following somatic or cognitive symptoms: (1)
palpitations, pounding heart, or accelerated heart rate (tachycardia); (2) sweating;
(3) trembling or shaking; (4) sensations of shortness of breath (dyspnea) or
smothering; (5) feeling of choking; (6) chest pain or discomfort; (7) nausea or
abdominal distress; (8) feeling dizzy, unsteady, lightheaded, or faint; (9)
derealization (feelings of unreality) or depersonalization (being detached from
oneself); (10) fear of losing control or going crazy; (11) fear of dying; (12)
paresthesias (numbness or tingling sensations); and (13) chills or hot flushes
(APA, 1994).
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Another critical distinction in panic disorder is a "limited symptom attack,"
or a panic attack during which less than the necessary four of 13 symptoms occur
(APA, 1994). Barlow (1988) indicated that most panic attacks in adults typically
involve less than four symptoms, even though other diagnostic criteria, such as
frequent panic attacks, may be evident. Adolescents who have infrequent panic
do experience panic attacks, but are classified as experiencing "nonclinical" panic
(Norton, Cox, & Malan, 1992). In addition, limited symptom attacks seem to
occur during infrequent panic attacks in both adolescents and adults (King,
GuUone, Tonge, & Ollendick, 1993; Norton, Cox, & Malan, 1992). Adolescents
with nonclinical panic are differentiated from adolescents without panic disorder
who do not have any panic attacks but may have intense generalized anxiety.
Even though many researchers acknowledge that adolescents experience panic
attacks and panic disorder, many aspects of this phenomenon have not been
outlined. For example, few studies have investigated the degree of avoidance
exhibited or coping methods employed by adolescents with panic disorder. In
addition, because adult criteria are used for adolescents, much of what we know
about childhood disorders is derived from adult disorders (Last, 1993). There is
a general dearth of research on adolescent panic disorder. Initially, this paper
explores issues related to panic disorder in adolescents to clearly portray this
syndrome. The importance of studying panic disorder and the primary questions
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that remain are presented as well.

Then, the main focus of this paper, the

preliminary development of a cognitive-developmental model of panic disorder by
examining the phenomenology of panic disorder in adolescents, and the current
study, is discussed.
Panic disorder is an important topic for researchers to explore because those
with the problem are particularly frequent users of mental health services (Boyd,
1986).

Persons with panic disorder frequently seek help via mental health

services because panic attacks are exceedingly noxious, provoke avoidance of
many situations, and lead to beliefs that one has a potentially life-threatening
condition.

In addition, researchers and clinicians who specifically address

adolescents need to fully understand panic disorder because some researchers have
found that late adolescence, as opposed to childhood, appears to be associated
with an increased prevalence of the disorder (e.g.. Von Korff, Eaton, & Keyl,
1985).
This paper explores the hypothesis that adolescents with panic disorder differ
in fundamental ways from adolescents with another, non-panic, anxiety disorder.
This study is the first step toward the development of a cognitive-developmental
model of panic disorder.

Such a process is also designed to help identify

differential variables (e.g., anxiety sensitivity, depression) for future study that
may predispose adolescents to develop panic disorder.
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Because adolescent panic has not been thoroughly investigated, the diagnostic
label has been plagued by problems. Thus, this paper begins by examining the
epidemiology of adolescent panic disorder. To determine potential differences
between adolescents with and without panic disorder, this paper then discusses the
clinical picture of panic to more adequately portray adolescents with panic
disorder.

In addition, five possible etiological models of panic disorder are

presented to further explore how panic disorder occurs and what questions remain.
Finally, prevailing problems in the assessment of adolescents with panic are
addressed and the current study is delineated.
Epidemiology
Panic disorder is a diagnostic condition that is infrequently diagnosed in
youths.

However, Alessi, Robbins, and Dilsaver (1987) contend that panic

disorder in adolescents is not rare, but merely underdiagnosed. In addition, some
researchers may be hesitant to ascribe panic disorder to youths because children
typically do not display full-blown panic disorder, although adolescents do (e.g.,
Nelles & Barlow, 1988). In addition, nonclinical panic appears to be a far more
frequent condition and many studies have examined this variable at the expense
of panic disorder. As a result, there has been much dispute concerning adolescent
panic disorder and research regarding the prevalence of panic disorder has focused
mainly on adults. Thus, epidemiological studies of panic disorder and nonclinical
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panic in adults are discussed briefly, followed by a review of adolescent
epidemiological studies for panic disorder.
In a study conducted by the National Institute of Mental Health Epidemiologic
Catchment Area Program (Von Korff, Eaton, & Keyl, 1985), it was found that
about 1% of the general population reported panic attacks within the preceding six
months and met DSM-HI (APA, 1980) criteria for panic disorder. In addition,
peak age of onset was between 15 and 19 years of age and 18% had an age of
onset prior to 10 years of age. These results were corroborated by Myers and
colleagues (1984), who examined various psychiatric conditions in three
communities (i.e.. New Haven, Baltimore, and St. Louis) and found rates of
panic disorder ranging between 0.6-1.0%. However, others have found slightly
higher rates of panic disorder (e.g., 2.2%; Brown & Deagle, 1992; Myers et al.,
1984; Norton, Harrison, Hauch, & Rhodes, 1985) and nonclinical panic in adults
(e.g., 29.2%; Brown & Deagle, 1992).
Although researchers have established a general rate of panic disorder for
adults, adolescent rates of panic are still somewhat imcertain.

For example,

Lewinsohn, Hops, Roberts, Seeley, and Andrews (1993) found that 0.35% of high
school students met criteria for panic disorder.

This is consistent with the

flndings of Whitaker and colleagues (1990), who reported a 0.6% prevalence for
panic disorder among 5596 high school students. However, higher rates of panic
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disorder (4.7%) were found in 338 high school students by Warren and Zgourides
(1988).
In addition, higher rates of panic disorder have been found among clinical
samples.

For example, Alessi, Robbins, and Dilsaver (1987) found, in 61

adolescents admitted to an inpatient unit, that 15% met criteria for panic disorder.
Other researchers have documented that 5.2-25.6% of psychiatrically hospitalized
children meet criteria for panic disorder (Alessi & Magen, 1988; Bradley,
Wachsmuth, Swinson, & Hnatko, 1990; Last & Strauss, 1989). Conversely,
Kashani and Orvaschel (1988) interviewed 150 adolescents via the Diagnostic
Interview for Children and Adolescents (DICA; Heqanic & Campbell, 1977) and
found none to be diagnosed with panic disorder.
Several studies have also examined nonclinical panic attacks in adolescents.
For example, Hayward, Killen, and Taylor (1989) studied 106 adolescents using
a structured interview and a survey containing various questions. Almost 12%
experienced at least one four-symptom panic attack. Macaulay and Kleinknecht
(1989) studied 13-18-year-olds using an adaptation of the Panic Attack
Questionnaire (Norton, Harrison, Hauch, & Rhodes, 1985). Over three-fifths
(63.3%) reported at least one panic attack in the last year, but only 5.4%
experienced severe panic. The authors hypothesized that many of the 63.3% who
reported panic attacks actually experienced episodes of intense situational anxiety
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but not true panic attacks. Similar results were found by Warren and Zgourides
(1988) and King and colleagues (1993), who found that 42.9-60.1%

of

adolescents experienced at least one panic attack during their lifethne. Therefore,
adolescents seem to frequently display nonclinical panic and potentially panic
disorder, at least when measured by questionnaire data.
However, it must be noted that great discrepancies have been reported
between the rate of panic disorder and nonclinical panic in adults and adolescents.
Rates for nonclinical panic in these populations have ranged from 3-63%
(Macaulay & Kleinknecht, 1989; Von Korff, Eaton, & Keyl, 1985) depending on
the methods used (i.e., structured interview versus self-report questionnaires).
These studies may not be measuring the same phenomenon and, in fact, the
definition of "panic attack" greatly affects reported prevalence rates (Norton, Cox,
& Malan, 1992). Brown and Cash (1989) addressed the issue of high rates of
nonclinical panic. They pointed out that most studies of nonclinical panic have
relied primarily on questionnaires to gather data, especially the Panic Attack
(Questionnaire (PAQ; Norton, Dorward, & Cox, 1986). The authors theorized
that the questionnaires used in these studies are not specific enough to assess for
nonclinical panic, and result in a high false positive rate. Most questionnaires
simply do not provide enough information concerning the nature of panic attacks
to allow for adequate diagnosis.

Thus, more thorough assessment techniques
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(e.g., structured interview) should be utilized to determine if persons are
experiencing panic attacks or simply intense generalized anxiety.
Gender and Age of Onset
Most researchers have found that, among adults, females more frequently
experience panic disorder than males (e.g.. Von Korff, Eaton, & Keyl, 1985).
Similar findings have been found for adolescents, with females reporting panic
attacks and panic disorder approximately twice the rate of males (Last & Strauss,
1989; Lewinsohn, Hops, Roberts, Seeley, & Andrews, 1993; Whitaker et al.,
1990).
With respect to age of onset, DSM-IV (APA, 1994) states that panic disorder
most commonly begins between late adolescence and the mid-30's. However,
many researchers have noted an earlier age of onset.

For example, Vitiello,

Behar, Wolfson, and Delaney (1987) examined two boys, ages 8 and 10 years,
who were referred for separation anxiety and school phobia but also met criteria
for panic disorder. In addition, Vitiello, Behar, Wolfson, and McLeer (1990)
described six children (aged 8 to 13 years) with panic disorder. The findings of
these researchers provide support for the hypothesis that some persons with panic
disorder have a prepubertal age of onset (c.f. Von Korff et al., 1985). However,
most retrospective studies have not consistently shown that prepubertal children
exhibit panic disorder or attacks. For example, Klein, Mannuzza, Chapman, and
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Fyer (1992) studied 903 adults and found that only 1% experienced a spontaneous
panic attack before age 13 years. In addition, the authors concluded that most of
these cases were not particularly convincing.
Nelles and Barlow (1988) concur with the position that few prepubescent
children exhibit panic disorder.

They support this assertion with their

observations from 51 youngsters (aged 6-16 years) with an anxiety disorder, only
one of whom met criteria for panic disorder. The authors conceded that children
may experience some of the somatic components of panic attacks (e.g., dizziness
and hot/cold flashes), but attribute this to hyperventilation. For example, Enzer
and Walker (1967) examined hyperventilation syndrome in children. The authors
identified 44 cases of this syndrome in children ages 5 to 16 years who
experienced panic-like attacks including such symptoms as respiratory complaints,
dizziness, syncope (fainting), paresthesia (tingling), and chest pains. However,
Nelles and Barlow (1988) pointed out that only 10% experienced anxiety, which
is normally present during or after a panic attack. Thus, children may report
panic-like attacks with somatic complaints, but make external attributions for these
symptoms and fail to develop subsequent anxiety.
Researchers have documented, however, that age of onset for panic disorder
is more common in adolescence than childhood. For example, Thyer, Parrish,
Curtis, Nesse, and Cameron (1985) examined 423 case files from an adult anxiety
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disorders clinic. Median age of onset for panic disorder was 27 years. However,
the standard deviation was 11.5 years, indicating that a significant number of
cases of panic disorder do begin in adolescence. Likewise, Sheehan, Sheehan,
and Minichiello (1981) investigated the age of onset for 100 adults (ages 19 to 61
years) with panic disorder. Nineteen percent reported that their panic preceded
the age of 18 years. Normally, retrospective studies would be viewed critically
because of potential memory errors. However, for a condition as salient and/or
traumatic as panic attacks, retrospective studies are a viable source of information
concerning age of onset as many researchers (e.g., Klein, Mannuzza, Chapman,
& Fyer, 1992; Lelliott, Marks, McNamee, & Tobena, 1989) assert that most
subjects vividly remember their first panic attack.
In conclusion, some researchers have found that panic attacks frequently have
an adolescent onset, but more evidence is needed concerning prepubertal onset.
Children under age 12 years likely do not display the "full-blown" syndrome of
panic disorder because they lack the necessary cognitive components that normally
are involved in its genesis (Nelles & Barlow, 1988). In contrast, adolescents
(ages 12-17 years) are more cognitively complex and more capable of
experiencing panic disorder.

However, careful and systematic assessment,

preferably with a structured interview, is necessary to conclusively document
adolescent panic disorder.
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The Clinical Picture of Panic
To understand any disorder, one must first have an accurate portrayal of its
clinical picture. This section discusses the symptoms of panic disorder commonly
exhibited by adolescents as well as uncued panic attacks that trigger the disorder.
Additionally, because persons with panic disorder frequently display other
concurrent conditions (e.g., separation anxiety and affective disorders),
comorbidity are discussed at length.
Symptomatology
To understand panic disorder, one should be familiar with its most prevalent
symptoms. The most frequent symptoms of panic in children and adolescents
include palpitations, trembling, flushes or chills,

shortness of breath,

dizziness/fainting, and sweating, whereas less common symptoms include
choking, nausea, fear of dying, and depersonalization or derealization (Kearney
& Silverman, 1992; Last & Strauss, 1989; Warren & Zgourides, 1988). Thus,
adolescents more frequently report somatic versus cognitive symptoms.
Comorbidity
Among adolescents, diagnoses most commonly comorbid with panic disorder
are separation anxiety and depression (Kearney & Silverman, 1992). These and
other associated conditions such as avoidance and drug and alcohol use are
discussed here.
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Separation Anxiety
To examine the relationship between separation anxiety and panic disorder,
evidence supporting the comorbidity of these disorders in adolescents are
reviewed. In addition, research documenting separation anxiety in childhood as
a predisposing factor in the development of later panic disorder are presented.
Separation anxiety is characterized by developmentally inappropriate and excessive
anxiety concerning separation from home or from those to whom the individual
is attached (APA, 1994). In addition, separation anxiety and panic disorder share
several features and symptoms (Smith, O’Rourke, Parker, Ford, Guggenheim, &
Livingston, 1988). For example, youngsters with separation anxiety often display
physical symptoms (e.g., nausea, heart palpitations, dizziness, faintness) that
resemble panic disorder. Youths with separation anxiety disorder also exhibit
anticipatory anxiety concerning separation, much as adolescents with panic
disorder demonstrate anticipatory anxiety regarding further panic attacks (APA,
1994).
Several studies of psychiatrically hospitalized children or adolescents have
established an association between separation anxiety and panic. For example,
Alessi, Robbins, and Dilsaver (1987) reported that 40% of youngsters with panic
also met DSM criteria for separation anxiety disorder.

Similarly, Alessi and

Magen (1988) found that 0.04% of all psychiatrically hospitalized children met
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criteria for panic and separation anxiety disorder. However, this effect may be
artificial in that hospitalized youngsters may have had an extensive history of
separation from significant caretakers due to hospitalization and not more natural
causes, and may be particularly sensitive to separation.
With respect to outpatient samples, Bradley and Hood (1993) studied 28
adolescents with panic and found that 48.1% reported a history of separation
anxiety. Other researchers (e.g.. Last & Strauss, 1989; Vitiello, Behar, Wolfson,
& McLeer, 1990) have found rates of separation anxiety in youngsters with panic
disorder ranging from 12-67%. Because panic disorder is uncommon in youths,
many of these studies used small populations to derive their results. However,
these empirical studies have indicated that separation anxiety and panic disorder
are comorbid in adolescents with panic disorder.
Although some research has shown that separation anxiety and panic disorder
are related, the question remains as to whether separation anxiety in childhood is
a precursor to panic disorder in adulthood (van der Molen, van den Hout, van
Dieren, & Griez, 1989).

Evidence for the hypothesis that separation anxiety

predisposes a person to develop panic disorder in adulthood has been strong
enough to merit the inclusion of separation anxiety as a predisposing factor for
panic disorder in DSM-IV (APA, 1994). Research supporting this relationship
is examined as well as contrary findings.
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If separation anxiety is in fact a precursor to adult panic disorder, then adults
with panic disorder would be expected to have a history of separation anxiety
and/or actual separation in their childhood. In fact, 18-50% of adults with panic
disorder display separation anxiety as youths (e.g., Breier, Chamey, & Heninger,
1986; Klein, 1964; Perugi et al., 1988; Raskin, Peeke, Dickman, & Pinsker,
1982). In contrast, Thyer, Nesse, Curtis, and Cameron (1986) examined adults
with either panic disorder or simple phobia using a measure of separation anxiety.
Persons with panic disorder differed from persons with a simple panic attack on
only two of 14 separation anxiety questions (i.e., "Were there any medical
problems for you or your mother at the time of your birth?" and "How scared
were you when you started school?"). Although these results do not support a
relationship between separation anxiety and panic disorder, it should be noted that
no reliability or validity information for the questionnaire was presented, nor did
the measure contain a question that directly assessed anxiety when away from
one’s parents. Instead, the questionnaire asked more indirect questions such as,
"How much were you upset by being left with babysitters?" Thus, it can be seen
that a structured interview would be helpful in assessing the relationship between
separation anxiety and panic disorder.
With respect to actual separation, Hayward, Killen, and Taylor (1989) found
that adolescents with panic attacks were more likely to have parents who were
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separated or divorced than persons without panic attacks. The authors suggested
that "early loss, or sensitivity to separation" (p. 1062) may predispose one to
develop later panic attacks.

Likewise, Raskin, Peeke, Dickman, and Pinsker

(1982) found that 47% of adults with panic disorder experienced a period of
separation from one or both parents for at least several months previous to the
onset of panic disorder. In contrast, van der Molen, van den Hout, van Dieren,
and Griez (1989) found that adults with panic disorder did not differ from control
patients or normal controls with respect to history of separation. More research
needs to be conducted to determine conclusively if adults with panic disorder have
experienced periods of separation from significant others in childhood more
frequently than psychiatric control subjects.
Gittelman and Klein (1984) hypothesized that if separation anxiety Is a
precursor to adult panic disorder, then children of adults with panic disorder
should display high rates of separation anxiety.

Weissman, Leckman,

Merikangas, Gammon, and Prusoff (1984) showed that more children of adults
with depression and agoraphobia exhibited separation anxiety (24%) than children
of adults with depression alone (0%) or depression and generalized anxiety
disorder (6%). Thus, separation anxiety in children seems to be associated with
the later development of some panic disorder in adults. However, the authors
stated that adults with panic disorder need to be more carefully examined
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concerning possible histories of separation anxiety. Based on the findings that
adults with panic disorder retrospectively report a history of separation anxiety,
it appears that separation anxiety may be a promising research avenue in searching
for precursors to adult panic disorder.
To help explain the findings that separation anxiety is frequently a precursor
to adult panic disorder, Biederman and colleagues (1993) proposed, based on
longitudinal studies of behavioral inhibition in children, that an "anxiety diathesis"
exists whereby some anxiety disorders frequently develop into more severe or
complex anxiety disorders. For example, they assert that overanxious, phobic,
avoidant, and separation anxiety disorders may predispose one toward panic
disorder. In fact, the authors found that 75% of children with separation anxiety
disorder displayed agoraphobia at 3-year follow-up compared to 7% of those
without separation anxiety.

Children who develop agoraphobia may display

earlier separation anxiety disorder because they learn to fear being alone in
aversive situations. In addition, persons with panic disorder typically try to avoid
being separated from significant attachment figures (Black & Robbins, 1990).
The anxiety diathesis model is given further credence by Bowlby (1973), who
speculated that children with separation anxiety and school phobia learn avoidance
related to searching for help (i.e., the parent), as in agoraphobia.

Instead of

simply avoiding stimuli (as in phobic reactions), persons with agoraphobia seek
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stimuli that help them feel more comfortable. Perugi and colleagues (1988) found
similar results and hypothesized that persons with panic and previous separation
anxiety are sensitive to isolation and require reassurance from parents and
significant others.
These studies lend support to the theory that sensitivity to separation (i.e.,
separation anxiety) may predispose adolescents to the development of later panic
attacks.

Alessi and Magen (1988) hypothesized that panic disorder has been

infrequently diagnosed in this population because psychologists tend to diagnose
severe anxiety disorders in youngsters as separation or another anxiety disorder.
In fact, Abelson and Alessi (1992) proposed that evidence for an association
between separation anxiety and panic is so strong that separation anxiety should
be reconceptualized as a childhood version of adult panic.

However, some

researchers (e.g., Thyer, 1993) have cautioned that more evidence is needed
before a relationship is documented between separation anxiety and panic
disorder.
Depression
Another psychiatric condition that is frequently comorbid with panic disorder
in adolescents is depression.

Several studies indicate an association between

depression and panic disorder in 52-88% of adults (Breier, Chamey, and
Heninger, 1984, 1986; Lepine, Chignon, & Teherani, 1993; Raskin, Peeke,
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Dickman, & Pinsker, 1982). In addition, several studies (e.g., Norton, Cairns,
Wozney, & Malan, 1988; Norton, Harrison, Hauch, & Rhodes, 1985; Wilson et
al., 1992) reveal that persons with infrequent panic score significantly higher on
measures of depression than persons without panic attacks.

High rates of

depression have also been found in children and adolescents with panic (i.e., 1290%; Alessi, Robbins, & Dilsaver, 1987; Bradley & Hood, 1993; Last & Strauss,
1989).
In addition, panic disorder with depression is a particularly serious and
incapacitating combination that may require hospitalization (Jacob & Lilienfeld,
1991; Laberge, Gauthier, Cote, Plamondon, & Cormier, 1992).

Related to

comorbid depression, persons with panic disorder frequently have a history of
suicide attempts. Lepine, Chignon, and Teherani (1993) found, in a sample of
100 outpatient adults with panic disorder, that 42% reported a history of suicide
attempts. Almost three-quarters (73.8%) of the attempts occurred after the first
panic attack, and all attempts were via drug overdose. Thus, depression is a
serious condition that frequently appears with panic disorder and should be
covered in a thorough assessment.
Avoidance
A common coping technique employed by persons with panic attacks is to
avoid situations where they have previously experienced panic attacks or might be
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incapacitated in the event of an attack (Craske, Sanderson, & Barlow, 1987;
Lelliott et al., 1989; Salge, Beck, & Logan, 1988; Wilson et al., 1992). In fact,
Cox, Endler, and Swinson (1991) determined that lifestyle restriction was the
strongest predictor of panic in adults.

Using the Panic Attack (Questionnaire

(FAQ), Norton, Dorward, and Cox (1986) ascertained that persons with panic
exhibited considerable avoidant behavior, particularly of walking alone at night,
social functions, large crowds, and public transportation.
Avoidant behavior is also displayed by adolescents with panic. Warren and
Zgourides (1988) established that 13% of high school students avoided situations
where panic attacks might occur.

Bradley and Hood (1993) reported that

avoidance was common among 28 adolescents with panic. Such avoidance was
often perceived as oppositional in nature because it frequently resulted in
noncompliance with parental commands. Ballenger, Carek, Steele, and ComishMcTighe (1989) pointed out that avoidance by children and adolescents may
frequently go unrecognized as children are sheltered and not expected to interact
with the world in the same manner as adults. Therefore, avoidance may be
frequently, but not noticeably, displayed among youngsters with panic disorder.
Drug and Alcohol Use
Another condition comorbid with panic attacks is the use of alcohol or other
drugs to self-medicate one’s symptoms. Salge, Beck, and Logan (1988) found
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that 22.9% of adults with panic attacks used tranquilizers or other drugs to cope
with their panic. In a large epidemiological study of 12,823 adults, Keyl and
Eaton (1990) found that a history of alcohol abuse or dependence was associated
with panic attacks. The authors argued that this finding is consistent with the
notion that withdrawal from alcohol may produce panic attacks and may serve as
a precursor of panic disorder. It should be noted that little work has been done
regarding the association between adolescent panic disorder and drug and alcohol
use and this remains an area that should be investigated further.

However,

approximately 13% of youths with panic attacks reportedly use alcohol or other
drugs to combat panic-related anxiety symptoms (Warren & Zgourides, 1988).
Etiology
Many different theories have been developed to explain why panic disorder
occurs and how it is maintained. Five major etiological models of panic disorder
are examined here, including biological, learning, cognitive, hyperventilation, and
emotion models.

In addition, the potential role of psychosocial stressors is

discussed.
Biological model
The biological model views panic attacks as a rush of autonomic system
arousal, perhaps caused by a dysfunctional noradrenergic neurotransmitter system
(Antony, Brown, & Barlow, 1992). Thus, theorists who ascribe to this model
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have hypothesized that panic disorder arises from a genetic neurochemical disease
(Carr & Sheehan, 1984).
Initial evidence for the biological model of panic disorder was given by Klein
(1964), who noted that a subgroup of persons believed to have generalized anxiety
also experienced the "sudden onset of subjectively inexplicable panic attacks,
accompanied by hot and cold flashes, rapid breathing, palpitations, weakness,
unsteadiness and a feeling of impending death" (pg. 27). Klein (1964) found, in
a double-blind clinical trial, that imipramine successfully alleviated panic attacks
in 28 of 32 patients. However, the patients’ anticipatory anxiety did not subside
when treated with imipramine. This helped delineate these subjects’ panic from
their general anxiety, and indicated that the two were disparate phenomena. This
revolutionary study introduced the biological model of panic disorder which has
subsequently been supported by clients’ observations that panic attacks are
experienced as autonomic nervous system activity and that panic attacks can be
induced by pharmacological agents such as sodium lactate (Gorman, Liebowitz,
Fyer, & Stein, 1989).
Once a panic attack occurs, what, according to the biological model,
maintains the panic attack? Klein (1981) devised a three-stage model for the
maintenance of panic attacks. First, one experiences a panic attack characterized
by spontaneous anxiety and a sense of dread that lasts 10 to 30 minutes. Then,
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anticipatory anxiety about recurring panic attacks increases. Finally, one may
develop phobic avoidance of situations where panic attacks may occur or where
help is unavailable.
Exploring genetic factors in panic disorder has provided persuasive support
for the biological model of panic disorder.

For example, Torgersen (1983)

examined 299 sets of monozygotic or dizygotic adult twins for anxiety disorders.
Concordance rates for agoraphobia with or without panic disorder for
monozygotic twins were significantly higher than for dizygotic twins. Further,
no relationship was found between similarity in environment for the pairs and
concordance rates for anxiety disorders. Differences between monozygotic and
dizygotic twins in frequency of co-occurring panic disorder appear to be somewhat
due to heredity. In addition, first-degree probands of persons with panic disorder
are more likely to have panic disorder than probands of persons without panic
disorder (McNally, 1990). However, it should be noted that this study did not
control for environmental factors.

Based on the available evidence, though,

genetic factors appear to play some role in the genesis of panic disorder,
supporting the biological model of panic.
Another line of evidence promoting a biological etiology for panic disorder
is the efficacy of pharmacological treatment in the alleviation of panic attacks
and/or anticipatory anxiety and avoidance in youths (e.g., Ballenger et al., 1989;
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Black & Robbins, 1990). Ln addition, high rates of relapse have been found when
medication is discontinued, indicating that biological factors are important in panic
disorder.
A biological condition that has been investigated in conjunction with panic
disorder is mitral valve prolapse (MVP). The mitral valve of the heart divides the
left atrium from the left ventricle (Margraf, Ehlers, & Roth, 1988) and MVP is
a cardiac condition characterized by abnormal systolic displacement of the mitral
leaflets into the left atrium (Perloff & Child, 1987). MVP is a generally benign
cardiac malady commonly found in children and adults (Arfken et al., 1990).
Although MVP does not cause panic attacks, MVP is frequently reported in
conjunction with panic disorder (Ballenger, Carek, Steele, & Comish-McTighe,
1989; Coplan, Papp, King, & Gorman, 1992; Smith et al, 1988; Vitiello, Behar,
Wolfson, & McLeer, 1990; Von Korff et al., 1985).

In addition, some

researchers have noted similarities between symptoms of panic disorder and MVP
such as palpitations and tachycardia, light-headedness and dizziness, actual or near
fainting, and chest pain (Raj & Sheehan, 1990). Thus, MVP may be comorbid
with panic disorder or may actually mintic the symptoms of, and be misidentified
as, panic disorder.
Researchers have developed several theories to explain the association between
panic disorder and MVP.

Raj and Sheehan (1990) stated that potential
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associations include: (1) mitral valve prolapse produces panic disorder; (2) panic
disorder produces mitral valve prolapse; (3) both disorders have as a basis an
underlying flaw such as a connective tissue illness; and (4) a defective
chromosome may contain the basis for both disorders.

However, empirical

evidence does not support any of these hypotheses over the others. As a result,
there appears to be no consensus among researchers in this area.
Among adults, MVP has been reported to be more common in persons with
than without panic disorder (Gorman et al., 1988). In addition. Coplan, Papp,
King, and Gorman (1992) reported that persons with panic disorder and MVP
improved more frequently with medication than persons with MVP without panic
disorder. This finding supports the idea that MVP may be a consequence of panic
disorder when the problems are comorbid.
Researchers have also explored panic disorder and MVP in adolescents. For
example, Arfken and colleagues (1990) found that children with or without MVP
did not differ significantly on Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale scores
(RCMAS; Reynolds & Richmond, 1978). However, youngsters were unaware of
their cardiac condition.

In contrast, Lange and Kline (1994) found that

adolescents aware of having MVP scored significantly higher on measures of state
anxiety and depression. Adolescents reported frequent physiological symptoms
typically experienced during panic attacks, including trouble getting breath and
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sweaty palms.

The authors suggested that MVP, because of its similarity in

symptomatology to panic disorder, should be investigated as an explanation for
panic in this population.
Learning model
Wolpe and Rowan (1988) asserted that a person’s initial panic attack may be
organic (e.g., noradrenergic dysfunction) or psychological (e.g., the consequence
of prolonged anxiety) in nature. However, recurrent panic attacks appear to be
the result of classical conditioning.
hyperventilation are stressed.

In this model, the roles of learning and

Many people hyperventilate when experiencing

anxiety, which may produce dizziness, shortness of breath, and tingling. In many
persons, these symptoms may then trigger a full-blown initial panic attack. This
panic attack is such an agonizing event that the person develops a higher general
level of anxiety in anticipation of further panic attacks. This anxiety serves as an
unconditioned stimulus for panic attacks. Contiguous phenomena (e.g., bodily
sensations associated with hyperventilation) may then become conditioned stimuli
and produce full-blown panic disorder.
A concept that is frequently discussed in conjunction with the learning model
of panic is "fear of fear," or fear of panic attacks and actual or imagined
consequences of the panic attack (c f., (Thambless & Gracely, 1989). Chambless
and Goldstein (1988) proposed that "fear of fear" can be divided into two
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components: (1) catastrophic ideation regarding the possible consequences of
being anxious, and (2) fear of bodily sensations associated with panic attacks.
Consistent with the learning model of panic disorder, these authors theorized that
certain internal sensations may then become conditioned stimuli for the onset of
a panic attack. In support of this model, Chambless and Gracely (1989) found
that adults with panic or agoraphobia scored significantly higher on measures of
"fear of fear" than persons with other anxiety disorders.
Cognitive Model
The cognitive model of panic disorder as well as a related concept, anxiety
sensitivity, are discussed in this section. Clark (1986) proposed that panic attacks
ensue from the catastrophic misinterpretation of certain bodily sensations normally
associated with anxiety (e.g., palpitations, breathlessness, dizziness).

For

example, a person who experiences palpitations may construe them as evidence
of an imminent heart attack.

This cognitive distortion then provokes severe

anxiety which may eventually trigger a panic attack. Clark (1986) outlined a 5step model of panic. First, a trigger stimulus occurs that is either internal (e.g.,
emotional states) or external (e.g., trauma) in origin.

Second, this trigger is

perceived as a threat to the person. Third, this perceived threat leads to an
emotional state of apprehension.

Fourth, this apprehension elicits bodily

sensations. Fifth, the person misinterprets these bodily sensations as catastrophic.
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These sensations could form a "vicious circle" whereby each step intensifies
the anxiety experienced by the person and culminates in a panic attack, which then
leads to a greater general level of anxiety.

The cognitive model has been

bolstered by findings that persons with panic disorder respond with catastrophic
cognitions to a challenge test (e.g., infusions of sodium lactate), whereas persons
without panic disorder do not (McNally, 1990). In addition, individuals with
panic disorder more frequently report cognitive symptoms (e.g., fear of dying or
going crazy) during their attacks than individuals with nonclinical panic (Norton
et. al, 1992).

However, these findings have been challenged by Wolpe and

Rowan (1988), who claim that these cognitions follow the initial panic attack, and
thus are a result and not a cause of panic attacks.
Another cognitive explanation of panic disorder is Reiss’ expectancy model
(Reiss, 1991).

Expectancy theory holds that people are motivated to avoid a

feared object through two different processes: expectation and sensitivity.
"Expectation" is what a person believes will occur if they come into contact with
a feared object or situation.

"Sensitivity" is the reason a person fears an

anticipated event (e.g., "Panic attacks can lead to death"). Reiss (1991) outlined
three components of sensitivity: fear of injury, anxiety, and negative evaluation.
Fear of anxiety is also called "anxiety sensitivity" and is frequently cited as
an important etiological variable of panic disorder.

Anxiety sensitivity is
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conceptualized as a stable personality trait where one tends to interpret arousal as
threatening (Donnell & McNally, 1989). Anxiety sensitivity is fear of arousal
symptoms, whereas general anxiety is fear of general stressors (Donnell &
McNally, 1989). Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, and McNally (1986) theorized that
high anxiety sensitivity may predispose one to develop later anxiety disorders,
particularly panic disorder. Anxiety sensitivity is discussed in conjunction with
adults and adolescents with panic disorder. In addition, anxiety sensitivity as a
predictor of panic disorder is examined.
Much research has been done regarding the role of anxiety sensitivity in panic
disorder in adults. For example, Reiss and colleagues (1986) found that adults
with panic disorder scored significantly higher on the Anxiety Sensitivity Index
(ASl; Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, & McNally, 1986) than persons with another
anxiety disorder. Taylor, Koch, and Crockett (1991) also compared subjects with
panic disorder (N = 34) to subjects with another anxiety disorder (N = 39). The
only significant difference found between the two groups was ASl scores. Similar
findings have been found by other researchers (e.g.. Brown & Cash, 1990;
Taylor, Koch, & McNally, 1992; Stewart, Knize, & Pihl, 1992). Thus, anxiety
sensitivity may be a usefiil construct in the exploration of panic disorder.
Other researchers have examined anxiety sensitivity as a predictor of panic
disorder in adults. Donnell and McNally (1990) surveyed 425 college students
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using the ASl (Reiss, Peterson, Gursky, & McNally, 1986) and the PAQ (Norton,
Dorward, Cox, 1986). Among persons who scored high on the ASl, 67.6% had
never experienced a panic attack, indicating that factors other than anxiety
sensitivity determine if a person develops panic attacks. However, among those
subjects who scored two standard deviations above the mean on the ASl, 60% had
experienced a panic attack. In addition, in the low anxiety sensitivity group, only
0.1% had experienced a panic attack. Thus, only among very high and low
scorers is anxiety sensitivity a usefiil predictor of panic attacks.
In general, little work has been conducted in anxiety sensitivity in panic
disorder in adolescents. However, recent work appears promising. Silverman,
Fleisig, Rabian, and Peterson (1991) developed the Childhood Anxiety Sensitivity
Index. Regarding 81 nonclinical children (grades 7 to 9 from a local school) and
32 children (ages 8 to 15 years) with a variety of emotional disturbances, it was
reported that the CASI does not simply measure symptoms of anxiety. However,
no difference was found between scores for the nonclinical and clinical subjects
on the CASI. The authors hypothesized that these results occurred because of the
diversity of diagnoses in the clinical group (e.g., overanxious disorder, conduct
disorder, enuresis), which contained disorders that may not include anxiety as part
of the clinical picture. In addition, these diagnoses were obtained as part of a
general clinical assessment and were not procured in a formal or controlled
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procedure. Therefore, the authors recommended that further research should
more carefully utilize current DSM criteria (APA, 1994) to diagnose subjects and
specifically utilize children with anxiety disorders.
Rabian, Peterson, Richters, and Jensen (1993) addressed some of these
recommendations by diagnosing 152 children via a structured interview.

In

contrast to Silverman and colleagues (1991), it was found that subjects in the
clinical group scored higher on the CASI than subjects in the nonclinical group.
However, children with an anxiety disorder did not score higher on the CASI than
subjects with an externalizing disorder (i.e., attention deficit hyperactivity,
oppositional defiant, and conduct disorders). The authors suggested that many
children in the externalizing group displayed symptoms of anxiety and may
subsequently develop a comorbid anxiety disorder. Finally, it was also pointed
out that the study consisted of children with anxiety disorders, but did not include
children with panic disorder. Considering that the construct of anxiety sensitivity
was developed mainly in conjunction with panic disorder, this needs to be
addressed. In conclusion, researchers have generally reported that persons with
panic disorder have high levels of anxiety sensitivity. In addition, some studies
have determined that anxiety sensitivity may be a predictor of later anxiety
disorders, particularly panic disorder.
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Hyperventilation Theory
In contrast to the cognitive theory of panic disorder, the hyperventilation
theory of panic disorder (Ley, 1991) proposes that dyspnea and tachycardia,
which are two primary symptoms of panic attacks, and other somatic complaints
present during hyperventilation, cause panic attacks. Panic attacks are thought to
be caused by a process whereby uncontrollable dyspnea leads to catastrophic
cognitions of imminent suffocation. Because many adolescents hyperventilate
when experiencing severe situational anxiety, symptoms indicative of a panic
attack like dizziness and tingling may result and be misinterpreted as a panic
attack (Wolpe & Rowan, 1988). This complicates the phenomenon of panic
disorder in adolescents.
If hyperventilation symptoms are combined with the necessary cognitive
components, a panic attack may be triggered (Kenardy, Oei, & Evans, 1990;
Sanderson & Beck, 1989). For example, Herman, Stickler, and Lucas (1981)
studied case files of 30 children and adolescents with chronic hyperventilation
over a 25-year period. Follow-up revealed that 12% experienced hyperventilation
well into adulthood and 53% experienced subsequent episodes of anxiety. Thus,
it can be seen that hyperventilation may be related to later anxiety disorders,
including panic disorder. However, it may also be confused with panic disorder
by some adolescents and thus this symptom must be carefully examined when
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assessing for panic disorder.
Environmental Stressors
Next, because many cued panic attacks seem to involve clear trigger stimuli,
some common environmental stressors are discussed that may precipitate panic
attacks. Environmental stressors are commonly associated with general anxiety
and panic disorder in children and adolescents (Bernstein & Borchardt, 1991) and
may activate "cued" panic attacks. For example, Silove (1987) theorized that
panic can arise spontaneously or in response to specific, highly threatening
experiences. In support of this theory, the author presented three case studies of
adult females who developed panic following a severe threat (e.g., being told of
cancer). Other researchers (e.g., Breier, Chamey, & Heninger, 1986; Sheehan,
Sheehan, & Minichiello, 1981) have found that 63-91% of adult panic attacks
were preceded by a stressful life event. Additionally, adults with panic disorder
experience more personal life stress than adults without panic disorder (RoyByrae, Geraci, & Uhde, 1986).
Adolescents with panic disorder may also experience severe environmental
stressors that predispose them to panic attacks.

For example, Macaulay and

Kleinknecht (1989) found that adolescents with severe panic experienced greater
family and school pressures than persons without panic attacks.

Likewise,

Bradley and Hood (1993) found that 92.8% of adolescents with panic disorder
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reported précipitants of panic attacks such as family conflict, peer problems, death
of a relative, and school pressures.

Based on the findings of Warren and

Zgourides (1988), risk of physical danger and exams may also be stressful enough
to result in a panic attack. These authors also revealed that interpersonal conflict,
loss (i.e., losing a significant other, having parents divorce or separate, or
moving), and/or problems with grades had preceded most adolescents’ panic
attacks. The fact that high life stress is associated with panic disorder indicates
that factors leading to higher generalized anxiety can help predispose a person to
panic disorder (Macaulay & Kleinknecht, 1989; Rapee, Ancis, & Barlow, 1988).
Environmental stressors are thus expected to be a notable factor in differentiating
adolescents with and without panic disorder.
Emotion Theory
Barlow (1988) integrated many of these existing models of panic into his
"emotion theory," whereby panic is associated more with fear than anxiety. An
initial panic attack is theorized to occur following periods of stress but with no
real threat. Thus, this attack is a false alarm. Certain people are more likely to
respond to episodes of stress by having a panic attack. However, this condition
does not necessarily lead to panic disorder. For example, persons with nonclinical
panic more often attribute events to external or innocuous causes than persons
with panic disorder. In contrast, persons who develop full-blown panic disorder
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usually view events and emotions as unpredictable and uncontrollable. Persons
with panic disorder then appear to exhibit an external versus internal locus of
control, and do not feel that they have control over events such as panic. As a
result, when an unexpected panic attack occurs, it can lead to increased general
arousal and anxiety. These internal cues then often become associated with the
initial panic attack or false alarm and trigger subsequent panic attacks or learned
alarms.

As can be seen, this model of panic is explicit and also combines

elements of the biological and cognitive models (Antony, Brown, & Barlow,
1992).
Current Problems
Many problems exist concerning research into panic disorder in adolescents.
For example, though several etiological models have been delineated concerning
the development of panic disorder, none have adequately explained panic and the
multiple causal pathways responsible (Aciemo, Hersen, & Van Hasselt, 1993).
This study is the first step in the development of a cognitive-developmental model
of panic disorder that examines potential precursors that may predispose
youngsters to develop panic disorder. The cognitive-developmental model of
panic disorder proposes that this disorder is best conceptualized as developing over
time as a child/adolescent matures cognitively. Some children/adolescents, as
they become more cognitively complex and able to make causal attributions, may
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be more likely to conclude that benign but mysterious physiological symptoms
(e.g., heart palpitations) are more serious than they appear. This predicament
may then lead them to experience extreme situational anxiety which evolves into
full-blown panic attacks and subsequent panic disorder. To accomplish this goal
of developing an initial cognitive-developmental model, this study addresses some
problem areas of previous research to better grasp the phenomenon of adolescent
panic disorder.
First, Kearney and Silverman (1992) asserted that more reliable and detailed
investigations of panic disorder in adolescents are necessary. For example, most
studies have not utilized structured interviews that can adequately screen for
childhood disorders (Moreau & Weissman, 1992), which make these studies
questionable. Structured interviews are preferable because they help quantify data
and reduce reliance on clinical judgment and information gathered from other
sources such as parents (DiNardo, O’Brien, Barlow, Waddell, & Blanchard,
1983).
In addition, Bernstein and Borchardt (1991) stated that most anxiety measures
for children and adolescents do not sufficiently examine panic disorder, including
some structured interviews such as the Kiddie-Schedule for Affective Disorders
and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children (Chambers, et al., 1985).

As a

result, it is necessary to use a structured interview that adequately assesses panic
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disorder in adolescents. Additionally, questionnaire data are heavily relied upon
in studies of adolescent panic disorder. This practice is questionable, however,
considering King and colleagues’ (1993) point that the reliability and validity of
most self-report measures of panic are unclear (c.f., Brown & Cash, 1989; Wilson
e ta l., 1992).
Second, most examinations of panic in adolescents do not obtain information
from parent(s) and/or other sources (e.g., teachers) that are necessary to socially
validate instances of panic. The use of an interview schedule that allows for input
from the adolescent and significant others in the adolescent’s life is necessary.
Third, the study of outpatient adolescents with potential panic disorder would
help determine if adolescents display panic disorder (Kearney & Silverman,
1992). Many studies of panic disorder in youngsters have exclusively studied
hospitalized youths (c.f. Last & Strauss, 1989) who may be more likely to exhibit
severe anxiety disorders. Finally, an in-depth exploration of panic disorder and
its clinical picture in adolescents is needed. By comparing adolescents who meet
criteria for panic disorder with youngsters who meet criteria for anxiety disorders
other than panic, panic disorder in adolescents can be more easily understood and
the precursors of adult panic can be preliminarily identified. This is especially
important given that most studies of panic assume the disorder to be homogeneous
in nature (Norton, Cox, & Malan, 1992).
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The Current Study
The current study had two main objectives: (I) describe adolescent panic
disorder via interview data for adolescents with panic disorder to clearly portray
the disorder and its clinical presentation, and (2) examine symptomalogical
differences between adolescents with panic disorder (Group 1) and another anxiety
disorder (Group 2) to help formulate a precursory cognitive-developmental model
of panic in youngsters.
With respect to the first objective, demographic information and data from the
Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule were obtained.

Specifically, age and

gender of those adolescents with panic disorder are presented.

Based on the

findings of several researchers (e.g.. Last & Strauss, 1989; Macaulay &
Kleinknecht, 1989), adolescents with panic disorder were expected to be primarily
female.

Avoidance due to the attacks was also examined.

In addition, the

severity of each panic attack symptom (e.g., heart palpitations, fear of dying) was
reported.
With respect to the second objective, interview and questionnaire data were
obtained from adolescents with panic disorder and compared to data from
adolescents with another, non-panic, anxiety disorder. Based on the evidence
presented above,

symptomatological differences were expected between

adolescents with panic disorder and adolescents with another anxiety disorder. In
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addition, these differences (e.g., high anxiety sensitivity) are posited to be
variables that predispose adolescents to display panic disorder and are factors of
interest in the investigation of panic disorder.

To determine these factors, a

structured interview that sufficiently assesses for adolescent anxiety disorders was
utilized. In addition, a variety of questionnaires were used to further explore
panic disorder in adolescents.
It must be noted, however, that adolescents with another anxiety disorder may
experience some of the same symptoms and problems as adolescents with panic
disorder.

For example, adolescents with overanxious disorder may display

considerable general anxiety which may also be present in persons with panic
disorder. In addition, many youngsters with panic disorder may exhibit social
anxiety and school refusal behavior, particularly if they have had severe panic
attacks in a social or school setting.

As a result, data gathered from the

adolescents with panic disorder were compared to normative values for each
questionnaire to determine if elevated scores were demonstrated.
Adolescents with panic disorder were also expected to frequently display
psychological conditions more so than those with another anxiety disorder.
Specifically:
1)

Based on evidence provided by several studies (e.g., Breier, Cfiamey, &

Heninger, 1986; Klein, 1964; Perugi, et al., 1988), Group 1 was expected to
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more frequently display separation anxiety (based on ADIS-C or ADIS-P criteria)
than Group 2.
2) As has been shown by other researchers (c.f., Bradley & Hood, 1993),
Group 1 was predicted to display significantly more fear of particular situations
or places such as riding in a car or churches (as measured by the ADIS-C or
ADIS-P) than group 2.
3)

As has been found by several researchers (e.g., Alessi, Robbins, &

Dilsaver, 1987; Bradley & Hood, 1993; Last & Strauss, 1989; Macaulay &
Kleinknecht, 1989), it was expected that Group 1 would exhibit higher depression
scores (as measured by the Children’s Depression Inventory) than Group 2 and
the normative group.
4) Group 1 was hypothesized to more frequently use or abuse drugs or
alcohol (c.f., Salge, Beck, & Logan, 1988, for adult data) than Group 2.
5) Group 1 was additionally hypothesized to have higher rates of anxiety
sensitivity (as measured by the Children’s Anxiety Sensitivity Index), which has
been found to be a predictor of panic disorder in adults (Donnell & McNally,
1990), than Group 2 and the normative group.
6) Anticipatory anxiety (as measured by the Revised Children’s Manifest
Anxiety Scale and the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory for Children), or general
anxiety level, was anticipated to be higher for Group 1 than Group 2 and the
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normative group.
7)

Given that persons with panic typically display specific fears (Craske,

Zarate, Burton, & Barlow, 1993), it was hypothesized that Group 1 would score
higher on the Revised Fear Survey Schedule for Children than Group 2 or the
normative group.
Method
Participants
Data for participants with panic disorder were obtained from the Center for
Anxiety Disorders on the campus of the State University of New York at Albany.
This center assessed and treated 20 children and adolescents with primary or
secondary panic disorder and allowed the author to utilize the obtained data. The
control group (children and adolescents with another anxiety disorder) was
comprised of child and adolescent subjects from the Center for Psychological
Services at Fairleigh Dickinson University. Although the data were collected in
disparate settings, parallel methods were utilized.
Subjects in the control group were matched to subjects in the panic disorder
group based on gender. The panic and control groups were both 60% female (N
= 12) and 40% male (N = 8).

All subjects were Caucasian.

Although

socioeconomic status (SES) was not obtained for the subjects in the panic disorder
group, most families who seek treatment at this clinic tend to be of middle class
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SES level.
Dependent Measures
Interviews
Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule fo r Children (ADIS-C). The ADIS-C
(Silverman & Nelles, 1988) was developed to provide differential diagnoses of
childhood disorders, with a particular focus on anxiety disorders. Items for this
semi-structured interview were adapted from the Anxiety Disorders Interview
Schedule (ADIS; DiNardo & Barlow, 1988) and the Diagnostic Interview for
Children and Adolescents (DICA; Heijanic & Campbell, 1977).
The ADIS-C contain sections that assess for a wide variety of child and
adolescent disorders, including "school phobia," separation anxiety disorder,
avoidant disorder, simple and social phobia, panic disorder, agoraphobia,
overanxious disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, post-traumatic stress
disorder, affective disorders, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, substance
abuse, and schizophrenia. The ADIS-C has been found to be a reliable and valid
interview for use with children and adolescents (Silverman & Eisen, 1992).
The Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule-Parent Form (ADIS-P).

The

ADIS-P (Silverman & Nelles, 1988) was developed to elicit information from
parent(s) concerning their child's potential psychopathological condition. The
ADIS-P contains sections assessing for "school phobia," separation anxiety
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disorder, avoidant disorder, social and simple phobia, panic disorder,
agoraphobia, overanxious disorder, sleep terror disorder, functional enuresis,
obsessive-compulsive disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, mania,
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, oppositional disorder, conduct disorder,
substance abuse and schizophrenia. For a diagnosis to be made, a child must
meet criteria on that specific section on either the ADIS-C or the ADIS-P. The
two interviews are viewed as independent, but are subsequently combined for a
composite diagnosis.

The ADIS-P has been found to be a reliable and valid

assessment tool to gather parental information concerning a youngster’s problems
(Silverman & Eisen, 1992).
Adolescent Questionnaires
Childhood Anxiety Sensitivity Index (CASI).

The Childhood Anxiety

Sensitivity Index (Silverman, Fleisig, Rabian, & Peterson, 1991) is an 18-item
scale that measures how negatively one views common anxiety symptoms. Items
are answered on a 3-point scale (i.e., 1 = none; 2 = some; and 3 = a lot). The
CASI has been found to have good psychometric properties (a = .87; Silverman
etal., 1991).
The Revised Children’s Manifest Anxiety Scale (RCMAS).

The RCMAS

(Reynolds & Richmond, 1978) is a 37-item yes-no instrument used to assess
manifest anxiety in children and adolescents. Three anxiety factors are evaluated:
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1) physiological; 2) worry/oversensitivity; and 3) concentration (Reynolds &
Paget, 1981). In addition to anxiety items, the RCMAS includes a 9-item lie
scale. The RCMAS has been found to be reliable (Reynolds & Paget, 1983) and
valid (Reynolds & Richmond, 1978) for children and adolescents, with a high
inter-item correlation (a = .85; Reynolds & Richmond, 1978).
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory fo r Children (STAIC).

The State-Trait

Anxiety Inventory for Children (STAIC; Spielberger, 1973) contains two anxiety
subscales. The A-State form (STAIC-S) consists of 20 statements that ask the
child how he/she feels at a particular moment, whereas the A-Trait form (STAICT) contains items that assess how the child generally feels. For each item, the
stem phrase "I feel" is provided and the child chooses from one of three adjectives
furnished. Both forms have been found to be reliable and valid (a = .78 to .87
for different forms and genders; Spielberger, 1973).
The Revised Fear Survey Schedule fo r Children (FSSC-R). The Revised Fear
Survey Schedule for Children (FSSC-R; Ollendick, 1983) is an 80-item scale of
general fearfulness in youngsters. The FSSC-R assesses number, severity, and
types of fears, many of which may be comorbid with panic disorder. The FSSCR has shown good reliability and validity for evaluating fear exhibited by children
and adolescents (a = .94; Ollendick, 1983).
Children’s Depression Inventory (CDI). The CDI (Kovacs & Beck, 1977) is
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a 27-item measure of childhood depression. Because adolescents with panic have
commonly been found to exhibit concurrent depression, the assessment of
depression in adolescents with panic disorder is crucial. Each item of the scale
is composed of three statements, and the child circles the statement that he/she
thinks best describes him/her within the last two weeks. Each item is then scored
from 0 to 2 points with a total possible score ranging from 0 to 54 points, with
19 and above indicating clinical depression. The CDI is a reliable (a = .84;
Smucker, Craighead, Craighead, & Green, 1986) and valid (Kovacs & Beck,
1977) gauge of a youngster’s depression.
Procedure
Each subject was administered a standardized clinical assessment procedure.
Analogous procedures were utilized by the clinics at the University at Albany and
Fairleigh Dickinson University. The ADIS was administered to each child and
his/her parent(s) separately by either a person with a doctoral degree in clinical
psychology or an advanced doctoral student in clinical psychology.

Each

interviewer was thoroughly trained in administering the ADIS. The child was
interviewed first while his/her parents completed the questionnaires. Following
this procedure, the parents were interviewed while the child completed the his/her
questionnaires.

Each child and his/her parents were advised of the limits of

confidentiality and signed a consent form. The questionnaires were completed by
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subjects on their own, although a staff member was usually available to answer
any ensuing questions.
Diagnoses are based on an "either-or" rule whereby a composite diagnosis is
made based on the parent and child self-report data. Specifically, a child received
a composite diagnosis if 1) the child’s report clearly meets criteria for a disorder
and parental reports clearly meet criteria, 2) the child’s report barely meets
criteria for a disorder with low interference and parental reports barely meet
criteria for a disorder with high interference, or 3) the child’s report barely meets
criteria for a disorder with high interference and parental reports barely meet
criteria for a disorder with low interference.
Additionally, diagnoses were discussed and agreed upon by the clinic
treatment team at the respective site. Youngsters who met composite criteria for
panic disorder comprised the "panic disorder group" or "Group 1." Clients with
another anxiety (e.g. overanxious disorder) disorder but without panic disorder
comprised the "non-panic disorder group" or "Group 2." For Group 1, half (N
= 10) presented with primary as opposed to secondary panic disorder (see Tables
1 and 2 for a complete listing of diagnoses for Groups 1 and 2). The primary
diagnosis for each youngster is the disorder with the greatest self- and parentreported severity. Secondary diagnoses are any other diagnosis for which the
youngster meets criteria. Questioimaires were scored by the staff at the respective
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clinics and were coded and analyzed by the author.
Data Analyses
To describe the adolescents’ panic disorder, frequencies and percentages were
computed for panic symptoms and severity as reported on the ADIS-C.
Additionally, severity of fear and avoidance of places or situations that are
commonly associated with agoraphobic avoidance were examined. To test the
hypothesis that adolescents with panic disorder differ from adolescents with
another anxiety disorder and the national normative group (hypotheses #1-7),
scores on questionnaires for adolescents with panic disorder (Group 1) were
compared to scores on questionnaires for adolescents with either another anxiety
disorder (Group 2) and the normative values. Specifically, for hypothesis:
1) A Bonferroni corrected (planned comparison to adjust for a large number
of t-tests conducted) independent t-test was conducted to compare diagnoses of
separation anxiety (i.e., 0 = no disorder, 1 = diagnosis) between groups one and
two as determined via the ADIS-C and ADIS-P.
2) A Bonferroni corrected dependent t-test was conducted to compare the
number of situations feared between groups one and two as determined via the
ADIS-C and ADIS-P.
3) An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was computed to compare total scores
on the GDI for the three groups.
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4)

A Bonferroni corrected independent t-test was planned to compare

diagnoses of drug/alcohol abuse (i.e., 0 = no abuse, 1 = abuse) between groups
one and two as determined via the ADIS-C and ADIS-P.
5) An ANOVA was computed to compare total scores on the CASI for the
three groups. A Scheffe post hoc test was then conducted to determine the source
of difference(s) between the three groups.
6) An ANOVA was computed to compare total scores on the RCMAS for the
three groups. A Scheffe post hoc test was then conducted on significant results
to determine robust findings and control for Type 1 error. Analyses of variance
were also computed to compare total scores for groups 1 and 2 on the state and
trait scales of the STAIC.
7) An ANOVA was computed to compare total scores on the FSSC-R for the
three groups.
Results
Given that subjects could not be perfectly matched based on age, a dependent
t-test was computed to compare the panic and control group on age to determine
any between-group difference.

Findings showed a significant age difference

between the panic (mean age = 12.90 years; range = 8-17 years) and control
(mean age = 10.85 years; range = 8-16 years) groups.

Thus, analyses of

covariance (ANCOVA) were conducted on questionnaire data to determine if age
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constituted a biasing factor.
Frequency and mean severity (and standard deviations) of panic symptoms for
the panic group are presented in Table 3.

The most frequently endorsed

symptoms included hot and cold flashes, nausea, rapid heart beat, shaking, and
feeling dizzy.

Conversely, subjects less commonly reported experiencing

symptoms of feeling faint, choking, tingling sensations, or cognitive symptoms
such as fear of dying. The most severe symptoms (rated on a scale from 0-4)
included rapid heart beat, nausea, hot and cold flashes, and trouble catching
breath.

In contrast, the least severe symptoms included tingling sensations,

choking, sweating, headaches, and derealization.
Additionally, comorbidity levels for DSM-III-R disorders were computed (see
Table 4) for subjects with panic disorder and the control group (see Table 5).
Eighty-five percent (N=17) of subjects with panic disorder met criteria for
concomitant agoraphobia. Other disorders frequently experienced by youngsters
with panic disorder included overanxious disorder, simple phobia, generalized
anxiety disorder, major depression, and separation anxiety disorder. The most
common diagnoses for the control group included simple phobia and overanxious
disorder.
Frequency of endorsement and severity of fears and avoidance of
situation/places frequently identified with panic disorder or agoraphobia were
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examined (see Tables 6 and 7). Finally, groups 1 and 2 were compared via a
dependent t-test concerning the number of situations feared.

As expected,

adolescents with panic disorder reported a greater number of feared situations than
youngsters in the control group (î = 2.76, p = .024). The most frequently
reported feared situations for youths with panic disorder included crowds,
shopping malls, auditoriums, elevators, restaurants/school cafeterias, and small
rooms (see Table 6 and 7).
Diagnoses from the ADIS were then examined for both groups. Subjects in
Group 1 did not display separation anxiety disorder (N = 6) more often than
Group 2 (N = 7). Alcohol use and abuse was also considered relevant to panic
disorder, but no subjects in either group reported this problem.

In contrast,

youngsters in Group 1 experienced depression (i.e., a diagnosis of either major
depressive or dysthymic disorder) significantly more (N = 6) than Group 2 (N
= 1; I = 2.15, p = .038).
Questionnaire data for the groups were then examined. In addition to the
scores for the panic and control groups, scores based on the normative data for
each scale were utilized. The results showed that the three groups did not differ
significantly on the CDI (F = 1.48, p = .24), the RCMAS (E = 0.35, p = .71),
the FSSC-R (F = 0.61, p = .55), or the STAIC state (E = 4.20, p = .02) after
a Bonferroni correction was applied (see Table 8). The ANOVA for the STAIC
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trait scale was marginally not significant after the Bonferroni correction (F =
5.06, p = .0097; based on the Bonferroni correction, p < .0083 would be
significant). Further, a Scheffe post hoc test revealed that Group 1 differed from
Group 2. However, Group 1 did not score higher on this scale than the normative
scores.
Conversely, the ANOVA comparing the three groups on the CASI was
significant (F = 6.60, p = .0027). Further, this p value remained significant
after a Bonferroni correction test was employed to modify for the number of
ANOVA’s conducted.

A Scheffe post hoc test disclosed that the difference

between Groups 1 and 2 as well as that between Group 1 and the normative values
were significant (p < .05). An ANCOVA was also computed using age as a
covariate.

The results showed that age was not a significant factor in the

relationship between diagnostic group and CASI score (F = .01, p = .92).
As the results for the CASI were the major findings of this study, some post
hoc analyses were conducted to examine the relationship between panic disorder
and the CASI.

Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated to

investigate the association between 1) age and CASI scores (r = .14, p = .57)
and 2) severity of panic disorder and CASI scores (r = -.14, p = .57) for the
panic disorder group, although neither were significant. However, a correlation
between number of panic symptoms endorsed and scores on the CASI was
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significant (r = .56, p .016).
Discussion
This study represents one of the first to systematically examine youngsters
with panic disorder via structured interview.

Results showed that some

adolescents do indeed exhibit the full syndrome of panic disorder, even when
strict diagnostic criteria are employed. In addition to adolescents, several children
were diagnosed with panic disorder, which was not expected.
As is common with anxiety disorders, adolescents with panic disorder
frequently displayed other, mostly anxiety, disorders. In fact, even severe anxiety
disorders were frequently reported, including agoraphobia, generalized anxiety
disorder, and post-traumatic stress disorder.

Finally, depression was also

commonly evident in many adolescents with panic disorder.
During panic attacks, adolescent subjects commonly experienced a wide-range
of panic symptoms. In fact, most of the 16 diagnostic criteria were reported by
50% or more of the sample.

However, a definite pattern emerged whereby

somatic symptoms (e.g., shaking, hot or cold flashes, rapid heart beat, nausea,
and sweating) were more commonly reported than cognitive symptoms (e.g.,
derealization, fear going crazy or dying, and depersonalization).

This

configuration is consistent with adult data reported in the literature. However, it
also upholds a possible tenet of a cognitive-developmental model of panic
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disorder. That is, children may be more likely to experience panic disorder as
they become more cognitively complex, particularly in their attribudonal style.
Research Implications
The only major differentiator between the three groups (panic, control, and
normative scores) was anxiety sensitivity as measured by the Children’s Anxiety
Sensitivity Index (Silverman, Fleisig, Rabian, & Peterson, 1991). Despite the
recent surge in interest concerning anxiety sensitivity, this construct has only
recently been applied to children (e.g., Rabian et al., 1993; Silverman et al.,
1991). Thus, although anxiety sensitivity has been proposed as an important
etiological variable in panic disorder (c.f., Reiss et al., 1986), no data have been
collected concerning this construct in youngsters with panic disorder.
This study provides the first empirical documentation that youngsters with
panic disorder display high anxiety sensitivity. Further confirming the utility of
anxiety sensitivity in examining this population, youngsters with panic disorder
scored higher on a measure of anxiety sensitivity than did a group of youngsters
with another anxiety disorder. This construct discriminated panic disorder in
youngsters above and beyond the effects of general anxiety. Hence, youngsters
with panic disorder tend to respond anxiously to particular bodily sensations
indicative of physiological arousal. Further, this reaction has been documented
to be experimentally and theoretically disparate from trait anxiety (Harrington &
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Telch, 1994).
The results of this study cannot definitively document the direction of
causality involved in the relationship between anxiety sensitivity and panic
disorder.

However, it is an important first step in this process.

It is

recommended that anxiety sensitivity be further investigated as an etiological
factor in adolescent panic disorder.

For example. Mailer and Reiss (1992)

examined adults and found that participants with high anxiety sensitivity scores
were likely to develop panic attacks at a three year follow-up. Such longitudinal
research would be particularly valuable in adolescents because that is a
developmental stage when panic frequently begins.
In particular, researchers are advised to examine the effects of high scores on
the CASI on the subsequent development of panic disorder in youngsters. Such
research would help further delineate the relationship between anxiety sensitivity
and panic disorder. Specifically, it may be warranted to investigate whether high
anxiety sensitivity is a risk factor for the development of panic disorder or an
effect of the onset of panic disorder.
Clinical Implications
Given that persons in the panic disorder group frequently exhibited comorbid
major depressive disorder, clinicians are advised to carefully assess for this
disorder when examining a youngster with panic disorder. In adults, persons with
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primary depression and secondary panic disorder frequently require inpatient
hospitalization due to the high suicidality risk posed (Jacob & Lilienfeld, 1991).
This pattern in adolescents may also be a dangerous combination. Indeed one
participant in the current study had attempted suicide and three others reported
previous suicidal ideation (e.g., thinking about death, dying, or of killing
oneself).
Perhaps the most salient and important finding was the fact that adolescents
with panic disorder scored significantly higher on the construct of anxiety
sensitivity than either the control group or normative values, suggesting that
anxiety sensitivity may be the crucial factor in adolescent panic disorder. It is
thus recommended that the Children’s Anxiety Sensitivity Index (CASI;
Silverman, Fleisig, Rabian, & Peterson, 1991) be utilized during an assessment
for panic disorder in adolescents. Some authors (e.g., DeRubeis & Beck, 1988),
have noted that no measures for the effectiveness of treatment outcome exist for
panic disorder. Based on the current findings, the author posits that the CASI
may be such a measure. Consequently, effective cognitive treatment for panic
disorder should precipitate lowered scores on the CASI. Clinicians may also be
able to utilize the CASI to chart treatment progress. Unfortunately, no data to
test this suggestion were collected in the present study.
Additionally, if anxiety sensitivity is a crucial component of an adolescent’s
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panic disorder, then important treatment implications exist. Again, the path of
causality in this relationship has not been delineated.

However, high anxiety

sensitivity should be considered and assuaged if possible. Clinicians are advised
to consider utilizing cognitive therapy to target maladaptive thoughts associated
with anxiety sensitivity (e.g., "My heart is fluttering. I think I am having a heart
attack.") for youngsters with panic disorder who score high on the CASI.
Supplementary techniques include interoceptive exposure and controlled breathing
exercises (c.f., Craske & Barlow, 1990) which, when utilized in conjunction with
cognitive therapy, have been effective at reducing anxiety sensitivity in a
nonclinical population of adults (Harrington & Telch, 1994).
To date, no specific treatment modalities have been developed for use with
youngsters with panic disorder. Instead, most treatments utilized for children and
adolescents with panic are downward extensions of adult treatments (Kearney &
Allan, 1995). Thus, clinicians may wish to develop treatments for adolescent
panic disorder that target the attenuation of a client’s anxiety sensitivity for cases
where this construct is a major precipitating factor.
Implications for a Cognitive-Developmental Model of Panic Disorder
A cognitive-developmental model of panic disorder could stipulate that panic
attacks or disorder develop as a youngster matures cognitively. As they develop
cognitively and begin to make complicated causal attributions, some youths may
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misinterpret innocuous bodily sensations as being potentially harmful. Extreme
anxiety may ensue from this "crisis" and evolve into panic attacks and consequent
panic disorder. Nelles and Barlow (1988) argued that children do not have this
capability to experience cognitive symptoms and thus do not actually experience
panic disorder. The present study clearly displays that children and adolescents
do

indeed exhibit cognitive symptoms

during a panic attack

(e.g.,

depersonalization, derealization, and fears of going crazy or dying). In fact, each
of these symptoms was reported by 45-55% of the current participants.
Ollendick, Mattis, and King (1994) posit that a cognitive-developmental
model of panic disorder could be supported by an examination of the types of
panic symptoms displayed by different developmental age levels. Data from the
present study show that preadolescent subjects (ages 8-12) reported fewer
cognitive symptoms (mean = 2.0) than adolescent subjects (ages 13-17; mean =
2.5).

However, this difference was not tested statistically due to the small

number of subjects in the two age groups.
Some authors (e.g., Nelles & Barlow, 1988) allege that youngsters do not
truly manifest panic disorder due to a lack of spontaneous panic attacks.
Nevertheless, all subjects reported spontaneous panic attacks (an ADIS criterion
for panic disorder), an important consideration regarding developmental aspects
of panic disorder (Kearney & Silverman, 1992; Ollendick, Mattis, & King, 1994).
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Thus, youngsters appear to be capable of experiencing non-physiological aspects
of panic disorder.
Limitations
Although this study represents a more methodologically sound attempt at
examining adolescent panic disorder than most previous research, a number of
limitations do exist.

First, due to the time period in which the data were

collected, DSM-III-R criteria were utilized instead of DSM-IV criteria. Important
differences (e.g., four attacks are no longer necessary for a diagnosis) exist
between these two systems and it is recommended that future researchers use
DSM-IV criteria for purposes of diagnosing panic disorder.
Second, the panic disorder group was comparably restricted in size due to the
paucity of youngsters with this condition.

However, the present study

incorporates one of the largest samples of youngsters with panic disorder
examined to date.

Despite this fact, only 20 subjects were utilized,

circumscribing the power of the statistical analyses. In addition, the effects of
comorbidity could not be examined.

If a more substantial sample size were

available, further analyses could be conducted that were not feasible in the present
study.
Summary
Contrary to the assertions of some authors (e.g., Nelles & Barlow, 1988), the
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present findings document that children display panic disorder. Participants with
panic disorder in the present study were carefully diagnosed via structured
interview.

Additionally, this disorder was frequently severe, resulted in

agoraphobic avoidance, and required treatment. By comparing a sample of youths
with panic disorder to a group of youngsters with a non-panic, anxiety disorder,
the present study examined some proposed crucial differences between these
disorders. Anxiety sensitivity consistently presented as an important variable in
the examination of panic disorder in youngsters.
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Table 1
Composite Diagnoses for Group 1

Case

Diagnoses

Severity Level

1

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Simple Phobia

6
4

2

Simple Phobia
Panic Disorder

5
4

3

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Simple Phobia

4

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia

5

5

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Overanxious Disorder
Separation Anxiety Disorder

6
5
5

6

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Social Phobia
Overanxious Disorder
Simple Phobia

6
6
4
4

7

Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Social Phobia
Panic Disorder

5
5
4

8

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Major Depressive Disorder
Generalized Anxiety Disorder

7
6
6
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Table 1 (Continued)
9

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Simple Phobia

7
5
4

10

Separation Anxiety Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Simple Phobia
School Refusal

8
7
7
6

11

Overanxious Disorder
Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Separation Anxiety Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia

7
7
6
6

12

Separation Anxiety Disorder
Major Depressive Disorder
Overanxious Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia

8
5
5
5

13

Major Depressive Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Overanxious Disorder

6
4
4

14

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Major Depressive Disorder
Simple Phobia

5
4
4
4

15

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Separation Anxiety Disorder
Overanxious Disorder
Simple Phobia

6
6
4
4

16

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Oppositional Defiant Disorder

6
4
4
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Table 1 (Continued)
17

Social Phobia
Overanxious Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Avoidant Disorder

5
4
4
4

18

Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Major Depressive Disorder
Overanxious Disorder

6
6
5
4

19

Major Depressive Disorder
Overanxious Disorder
Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia

8
8
8

20

Panic Disorder with Agoraphobia
Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Separation Anxiety Disorder

6
5
5
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Table 2
Composite Diagnoses for Group 2

Case

Diagnoses

Severity Level

Overanxious Disorder
Simple Phobia

5
4

Overanxious Disorder
Separation Anxiety Disorder
Dysthymia
Social Phobia
Simple Phobia

7
6
5
4
3

Social Phobia
Simple Phobia

6
4

Overanxious Disorder

4

Overanxious Disorder
Social Phobia
Simple Phobia

6
5
5

Separation Anxiety Disorder
Simple Phobia

5
2

Avoidant Disorder
Overanxious Disorder
Simple Phobia

4
3
2

Separation Anxiety Disorder
Generalized Anxiety Disorder

5
4
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Table 2 (Continued)
9

Separation Anxiety Disorder
Overanxious Disorder
Simple Phobia

6
4
2

10

Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Simple Phobia
Overanxious Disorder
Separation Anxiety Disorder
Avoidant Disorder

7
6
6
5
4
3

11

Simple Phobia

4

12

Simple Phobia

6

13

Obsessive Compulsive Disorder
Overanxious Disorder
Simple Phobia

6
5
4

14

Social Phobia
Overanxious Disorder

7
5

15

Separation Anxiety Disorder
Overanxious Disorder
Simple Phobia

6
3
3

16

Separation Anxiety Disorder
School Refusal
Social Phobia
Simple Phobia
Overanxious Disorder
Generalized Anxiety Disorder

7
6
4
4
4
2

17

Social Phobia
Avoidant
Overanxious Disorder
Simple Phobia

6
5
5
4
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Table 2 (Continued)
18

Simple Phobia
Oppositional Defiant Disorder

5
4

19

Simple Phobia

5

20

Overanxious Disorder
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Oppositional Defiant Disorder
Social Phobia
Simple Phobia

6
5
5
4
3
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Table 3
Percent Endorsement and Means and Standard Deviations for Severity of DSMIII-R Panic Symptoms for Group 1

Symptom

Percent (N)

Mean Severity (SD)

Hot or cold flashes

75 (15)

1.94 (1.35)

Nausea

75 (15)

2.00(1.46)

Rapid heart beat

75 (15)

2.33 (1.50)

Shaking

75 (15)

1.67 (1.14)

Feeling dizzy

65 (13)

1.68 (1.49)

Sweating

60(12)

1.00(1.10)

Depersonalization

55 (11)

1.33 (1.41)

Derealization

55 (11)

1.22 (1.22)

Headaches

55(11)

1.11 (1.18)

Trouble catching breath

55 (11)

1.79 (1.69)

Fears going crazy

50 (10)

1.33 (1.53)

Tighmess in chest

50 (10)

1.26(1.45)

Fears going to die

45(9)

1.28 (1.60)

Feeling faint

45(9)

1.42 (1.61)
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Table 3 (Continued)
Choking

35 (7)

1.00(1.49)

Tingling sensations

25 (5)

0.53 (1.07)
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Table 4
DSM-Ill-R Composite Comorbid Diagnoses for Adolescents with Panic Disorder

Diagnosis

Percent (N)

Agoraphobia

85 (17)

Overanxious Disorder

40 (08)

Simple Phobia

40(08)

Generalized Anxiety Disorder

30(06)

Major Depressive Disorder

30(06)

Separation Anxiety Disorder

30 (06)

Social Phobia

15 (03)

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

10 (02)

Post Traumatic Disorder

10 (02)

Avoidant Disorder

05 (01)

Oppositional Defiant Disorder

05 (01)

School Refusal

05 (01)
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Table 5
DSM-ni-R Composite Comorbid Diagnoses for Adolescents in the Control Group

Diagnosis

Percent (N)

Simple Phobia

80 (16)

Overanxious Disorder

65 (13)

Separation Anxiety Disorder

35 (07)

Social Phobia

35 (07)

Avoidant Disorder

15 (03)

Generalized Anxiety Disorder

15 (03)

Oppositional Defiant Disorder

10 (02)

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder

05 (01)

Dysthymic Disorder

05 (01)

Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder

05 (01)

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

05 (01)

School Refusal

05 (01)
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Table 6
Percent Endorsement and Severity of Fears Concerning Situations and Places for
Youngsters with Panic Disorder

Situation/Place

Percent (N)

Mean severity (SD)

Crowds

55 (11)

1.65 (1.54)

Shopping mall

45 (09)

1.12(1.34)

Auditoriums

40(08)

1.35 (1.73)

Bus/School bus

40(08)

1.00(1.32)

Restaurants/School cafeteria

40 (08)

1.31 (1.40)

Small Rooms

40 (08)

1.12 (1.50)

Church/Temple

35 (07)

1.00(1.32)

Elevators

35 (07)

1.12(1.58)

Movies

35 (07)

0.81 (1.05)

Waiting in line

35 (07)

0.47 (0.62)

Being at home

30(06)

0.88 (1.36)

Grocery store

30(06)

0.50 (0.73)

Tunnels

30(06)

0.65 (1.06)

Baseball Fields

20(04)

0.47 (0.92)
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Table 6 (Continued)
Parks

20 (04)

0.53 (1.07)

Playgrounds

15 (03)

0.44 (0.96)

Riding in car

15 (03)

0.50(1.21)

Walking

15 (03)

0.50 (1.10)
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Table 7
Percent Endorsement and Severity of Avoidance Concerning Situations and Places
for Youngsters with Panic Disorder

Situation/Place

Percent (N)

Mean severity (SD)

Riding in car

15 (3)

0.31 (0.79)

Grocery store

20(4)

0.50 (0.97)

Shopping mall

20(4)

0.47(1.01)

Crowds

30(6)

0.82 (1.29)

Bus/School bus

15 (3)

0.41 (1.06)

Waiting in line

10(2)

0.18 (0.53)

Walking

15 (3)

0.38 (0.89)

Elevators

20(4)

0.71 (1.36)

Being at home

20(4)

0.47(1.07)

Movies

20(4)

0.44 (0.82)

Restaurants/School cafeteria

35 (7)

0.94 (1.34)

Auditoriums

20(4)

0.76(1.48)

Church/Temple

10 (2)

0.25 (0.68)

Tunnels

15(3)

0.47 (1.18)
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Table 7 (Continued)
Small Rooms

25 (5)

0.65 (1.22)

Parks

20 (4)

0.53 (1.07)

Playgrounds

15 (3)

0.38 (0.89)

Baseball Fields

10 (2)

0.27 (0.70)
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Table 8
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations for Questionnaires for the Three Groups

Measure

Panic Group (SD)

Control Group (SD) Normative Values

CASI

34.58 (8.06)

28.32 (9.73)

26.53

GDI

12.75 (7.91)

11.00 (8.01)

9.09

FSSC-R

132.42 (28.51)

127.50(28.13)

135.46

RCMAS

13.58 (6.91)

14.10 (8.28)

15.20

STAIC-s

34.45 (10.62)

37.68 (8.86)

30.86

STAIC-t

39.74 (9.52)

32.00 (9.23)

37.32

* significant after Bonferroni correction
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